Boundy39 Mail - FW: 93 Waco SRE - Decal Order

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=cdabe22b5b&view...

Trevor Boundy <trevor@boundy39.com>

FW: 93 Waco SRE - Decal Order
1 message
Tandy Walker <rdb435021@icloud.com>
To: "Robert J. Galler" <meccanom@msn.com>, Trevor Boundy <jtboundy@dcsi.net.au>

Tue, Aug 11, 2

From: Tandy Walker [mailto:aerotan1503@outlook.com]
Sent: Thursday, July 31, 2014 10:37 AM
To: aerotan1503@outlook.com
Subject: 93 Waco SRE - Decal Order

Web Site: Tandy’s Model Aircraft

Waco SRE
July 31 2014

Callie Graphics really does make great color decals with good resolution as shown below on the tail of my P
Cub Coupe build.
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So yesterday I wrote up an order for all of the necessary decals that will go on the Waco and placed it w
Graphics in New Mexico. I decided to make this order into Report No. 93 for documentation purposes. Th
for this graphics company is::
Callie Graphics
P.O. Box 1541
Magdaleena, NM 87825

************************************************************************************

From: Tandy Walker [mailto:aerotan1503@outlook.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 3:46 PM
To: Callie Graphics
Subject: Order from Tandy Walker

Hello Callie,
I need your help once again. I am building a scale model of the Waco SRE aircraft shown below.
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This shows the current status of the project and I am preparing to start covering soon so I will need dec
too long. Notice the paper windscreen pattern taped to the front of the model’s structure.

The windscreen’s desired decal shown below will be applied to clear plastic and then the plastic will glued
model. A PDF file of the full size windscreen pattern is attached above. I want to order three (3) copies
in thin black vinyl. I am anticipating a problem with this decal and I want to extra just in case.
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There are identification numbers that go on the top of the larger right top wing and numbers that go on t
of the smaller left bottom wing. I want to order two (2) sets of the larger top wing 12” X ~2.4” numbers

in thin black vinyl using the AmarilloUSAF font. The number’s height of ~2.4” should correspond to the A

font. I also want to order two (2) sets of the smaller bottom wing 8” X ~1.6” numbers shown below in thin
using the AmarilloUSAF font. I have attached the AmarilloUSAF font file above in case you do not have i

I want to order two (2) sets of the 1.3” long rudder numbers shown below in thin black vinyl using the Am
font. The NC is centered over the 71698 number.
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I copied the Waco logo off of an internet site and modified it as shown below. I want to order two (2) se
0.8” tail fin logo shown below in thin black vinyl. Ignore the red color of the wings as the entire logo shou

This Waco logo gets applied to both sides of the fin as shown below.
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If there are any problems after you have reviewed this order, please advise. In fact if there are no prob
the order, I would like to know that also. Let me know the cost plus postage and I will send you a check in
Tandy

2 attachments
Windscreen Pattern.pdf
576K
AmarilloUSAF font.ttf
10K
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